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Optical nanoantennas have revolutionised the way we manipulate single photons emitted
by individual light sources in a nanostructured photonic environment. Complex plasmonic
architectures allow for multiscale light control by shortening or stretching the light
wavelength for a ﬁxed operating frequency, meeting the size of the emitter and that of
propagating modes. Here, we study self-assembled semi-continuous gold ﬁlms and
lithographic gold networks characterised by large local density of optical state (LDOS)
ﬂuctuations around the electrical percolation threshold, a regime where the surface is
characterised by large metal clusters with fractal topology. We study the formation of
plasmonic networks and their eﬀect on light emission from embedded ﬂuorescent
probes in these systems. Through ﬂuorescence dynamics experiments we discuss the
role of global long-range interactions linked to the degree of percolation and to the
network fractality, as well as the local near-ﬁeld contributions coming from the local
electro-magnetic ﬁelds and the topology. Our experiments indicate that local properties
dominate the ﬂuorescence modiﬁcation.1 Introduction
Quantum information processing at the single photon level is an increasingly
attractive eld aiming at coherent manipulation of information encoded into the
photon degrees of freedom. Individual uorescent emitters such as organic
molecules or quantum dots with a single electron excitation are the ideal source
of single photons, nevertheless, the intrinsic low eﬃciency of the interaction
between light and matter limits photon absorption and emission and therefore
poses great constraints to their practical use. Single emitters have dimensions
much smaller than the wavelength of light, and therefore interact slowly andaDepartment of Physics, King's College London, Strand, London WCR 2LS, UK. E-mail: michele.gaio@kcl.ac.uk;
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View Article Onlineomni-directionally with radiation; these intrinsic uorescence limits can be
overcome when the source is placed in a structured photonic material.
The conventional quantum optics approach consists in surrounding the
emitter with micrometer-sized high-nesse microcavities which increase photon–
photon interaction by orders of magnitude.1 Nanoscale modal engineering
instead exploits light–matter coupling in the nanometer range where the optical
modes can be strongly modied by nanostructured materials. For instance,
photonic crystal structures in dielectric materials can enhance the emission of an
emitter over large bandwidth,2 or optical waveguides can achieve large coupling to
molecules and transport the emitted light at distant locations.3 In this context,
plasmonic systems based on metallic structures with nano-sized features are
particularly attractive because they act as optical antennas by squeezing propa-
gating light into nanometer size volumes via surface plasmons. Stronger spatial
localisation and eld enhancement around these plasmonic antennas4 leads to
an increased optical mode density and can change the decay rate of an emitter
over one thousand times.5 This large Purcell factor, which is dened as the decay
rate modication as compared to vacuum, is achieved because of the large dipole
moment of the coupled system antenna–emitter and the large mode density
increase at the emitter location. Both emission rates and directionality6,7 can be
designed for sources in the near eld of the metal structure. The major drawback
of metallic particles is the large optical absorption which is driving the search for
alternative geometries and materials.
Diﬀerent particle shapes with increasing complexity have been investigated to
tune and strengthen the plasmonic response. Beyond simple spheres and rods,
many other shapes have been fabricated, as for example nanoshells,8 nanorings9
and cylinders with crescent shaped cross sections.10 Furthermore, coupling of
many antennas into dimer, trimers, etc. , can give rise to a novel collective
response, as in metamaterials based on arrays of parallel nanorods.11 When small
metallic particles are coupled together, their optical modes hybridise due to near-
eld interactions and the resulting energy levels shi and split in analogy to
molecular orbital formation.12,13 Many particles can be also combined in chains,
with plasmonic modes delocalized over the chain; the optical response of two-
dimensional and three-dimensional chains have been interpreted as composed of
the contributions from smaller functional one-dimensional chains embedded
within them.14 Planar deterministic plasmonic architectures have been investi-
gated to engineer broad plasmonic resonances,15 to design transparent metallic
fractal electrodes,16 and to control the optical wavefront with subwavelength
layers.17
A more complex two-dimensional arrangement is constituted by metal semi-
continuous lms. Semi-continuous metal lms were rstly investigated by means
of scanning near-eld optical microscopy (SNOM) showing light localisation into
hotspots down to few nanometers and a strong spectral dependence on the
probed site on the sample.18 The localisation and coherence properties in these
and other disordered lms have been investigated numerically19 showing a
peculiar coexistence at the same frequency of both localised and delocalised
modes (the so-called inhomogeneous localisation), with eigenmodes charac-
terised by multiple hotspots coherently distributed over large scale. In particular,
the near-eld intensity uctuations in random silver lms have been studied238 | Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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View Article Onlineexperimentally and explained in terms of the aggregate size distribution using
percolation theory.20
These systems have been extensively studied by scattering experiments aimed
at identifying the plasmonic resonance. A diﬀerent approach consists in studying
the local density of optical states (LDOS), which is a fundamental quantity gov-
erning light–matter interactions. The LDOS is hard to probe by transmission and
scattering experiments as it relates to all optical modes at a given frequency and
spatial position. Instead, it can be obtained by uorescence studies via the Purcell
factor, as the spontaneous emission rate of optical emitters is proportional to the
LDOS. In fact, the rate of spontaneous emission G is given by21
G ¼ 2u
2
ħc2
|~p|
2
Im
h
~^np$~G

~r0;~r0;u

~^np
i
¼ pu
ħ30
~p2$rp~r;u (1)
where~p is the transition dipole dened between the two electronic states,~G(~r,~r 0,u)
is the dyadic Green function evaluated at the location of the emitting system
(~r ¼~r 0 ¼~r0), ~^np is the unit vector in the direction of the dipole moment and rp(~r)
the partial local density of available optical states for a dipole in the direction ~p.
This partial LDOS rp(~r,u) or the total LDOS r(~r,u) (integrated over all dipolar
orientation) can thus be obtained by measuring the Purcell factor:
P ¼ G/G0, (2)
as the ratio between the decay in the medium G and the reference decay rate in
vacuum G0 or, more commonly, as measured for instance inside an homogeneous
substrate.
LDOS maps require scanning of the probe dipole and can be obtained by the
uorescence dynamics of a source placed at the tip of an atomic force microscope
(AFM),22,23 or by scanning the probe source generated by electron impact and then
by recording the cathodoluminescence signal.24 Scanning a sub-wavelength
SNOM probe over the nanostructure surface gives information on the LDOS
map.25–27 These techniques are restricted to small areas of up to few mm2, and
cannot be easily applied to the large systems we are investigating here. In
disordered media, the LDOS is best studied statistically. Several works have
measured the uorescence lifetime of molecules or quantum dots dispersed
through the nanostructure. For example, in polymer lms the LDOS uctuations
have been related to the local inhomogeneities of the lm28 and polymer
segmental dynamics.29 In 2D dielectric disordered media, the LDOS has been
studied around Anderson localisation30while, in 3D structures, LDOS uctuations
have been measured in the diﬀusive regime,31 and long long-tailed LDOS distri-
butions have been measured and attributed to near-eld and far-eld
interactions.32
In plasmonic systems, and in particular in semi-continuous metal lms, the
LDOS statistical distribution of complex plasmonic systems has been recently
explored.33 Fluorescence mapping on these systems has shown an increase in
uctuations of the LDOS, which has been linked to the presence of surface
plasmons localised modes by relating the variance of the LDOS uctuations to the
inverse participation ratio RIP which can be used as a qualitative measure of the
area occupied by hotspots. Numerical computations have also allowed to
discriminate between radiative and non-radiative contributions to the LDOS34 andThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 | 239
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View Article Onlineto highlight the dependence on the uorescent distance between the source and
the gold surface.35 The overall spatial extent of the eigenmodes has been studied
numerically estimating the averaged coherence length by computing the cross
density of optical states which shows an overall reduction of the plasmonic mode
extension around percolation.36 In such systems, localised modes enhance the
LDOS and therefore induce large Purcell factors, while delocalised ones can
propagate the optical excitation to distant locations. Multiple coherent hotspots
would potentially allow an eﬃcient energy transfer between distant light sources.
Understanding the nature of such optical modes is therefore of fundamental
importance.
Here, we study how a large plasmonic network inuences the emission
properties of a source coupled to it. We fabricated plasmonic networks formed by
(1) self-assembly and (2) electron beam lithography, and experimentally investi-
gated the LDOS distribution by monitoring the change in the uorescence decay
rate of individual sources coupled to the networks to construct statistical distri-
butions. We discuss the interplay between (i) long-range properties, such as the
topology of the network at the percolation phase transition, i.e. the formation of a
fractal cluster covering all the structure, and (ii) short-range local features on the
order of few nanometers which are related to the inter particle gaps and strongly
aﬀect the local eld enhancement. Our experiments indicate that the uorescence
modication due to local short-range properties dominates over the eﬀect of the
collective degree of percolation.
2 Self-assembled percolating networks
Semi-continuous metallic lms can be obtained by thermal evaporation of noble
metals like gold or silver onto a dielectric substrate and subsequent thermal
annealing. We fabricated such sample on a glass and silicon substrate. The glass
substrate is ideal for confocal microscopy, while the silicon conductive substrate
is used here for the high resolution scanning electron microscopy images (SEM)
shown in Fig. 1. We expect the network topology to be qualitatively similar in both
cases, nevertheless, electrical conduction experiments (reported later in the
manuscript) are used to pinpoint the percolation transition on the glass samples.
The properties of the metal aggregates depend on the growth conditions and the
substrate and can be controlled by tuning the amount of metal evaporated, which
we describe by the equivalent thickness t. The equivalent thickness t is extrapo-
lated by scaling from large thickness lms as the thickness the sample would have
had if it was a continuous lm. For small t, the sample consists mostly of isolated
metal particles of few nanometer size (Fig. 1a). As the amount of gold deposited
increases, the clusters grow in size with irregular shapes, changing from elon-
gated but isolated objects to more complex structures which touch at multiple
points, increasing the level of connectivity of the system (Fig. 1b). It is worth
noting that the clusters also grow in thickness, as for instance at t ¼ 8 nm the
covered area of the sample is smaller than for t ¼ 6 nm. Eventually, as the lling
fraction increases further, these clusters interconnect with each other at the
electrical percolation threshold, when a continuous conducting path of metal is
formed between the ends of the lm (Fig. 1c). When more metal is deposited, the
system starts looking like an irregular lm with holes of smaller and smaller size
(Fig. 1d). As shown in the SEM images, both local properties such as shape and240 | Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
Fig. 1 Self-assembled gold ﬁlms deposited on a silicon substrate. SEM images of ﬁlms with
diﬀerent amounts of gold, labelled by means of the equivalent thickness. Panel (a) 6 nm of
equivalent thickness, the structure is composed of mostly isolated particles; panel (b)
8 nm, larger isolated clusters form; panel (c) 10 nm, connected clusters develop, the
system is above the percolation transition; panel (d) 15 nm, the sample is almost a
continuous ﬁlm with sparse holes. The size bar shown is the same for all images.
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View Article Onlinesize of the clusters, the gaps and local connectivity, and the global network
properties change across the diﬀerent samples. Furthermore, it has been shown
that the fractal dimension of the clusters in similar structures depends on the
lling fraction.33
The semi-continuous gold networks were made on microscope cover-slip glass
substrates by thermal evaporation of gold and no further thermal annealing. The
samples have an equivalent thickness ranging from 2.5 nm to 50 nm. Due to the
low contrast on the SEM images on non-conducting glass, we veried the crossing
of the electrical phase transition by measuring the electrical resistance between
the edges of the samples with a digital multimeter, as shown later in Section 5.
The percolation transition occurs at tx 10 nm.3 Lithographic networks
Beyond thermal self-assembly, lithographic techniques allow samples of any
given topology to be controlled and designed with high resolution.37 Electron
beam lithography (EBL) is a very exible technique and allows the design and
fabrication of structures beyond natural limits.38,39 Using EBL, we fabricated
plasmonic networks exhibiting a percolation transition and fractality similar toThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 | 241
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View Article Onlinethe self-assembled network, but with a mono disperse building block, a gold
nanoantenna, and a well-dened degree of percolation. The fabricated networks
have an area of 10  10 mm2 and inter-particle gaps of 25 nm, while the
building block is a gold nanoantenna of size 60 nm 40 nm and 40 nm in height.
The gold networks have been fabricated on ITO (10 nm)/SiO2 substrates using
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) as photo-resist and thermally evaporating 40
nm of gold prior li-oﬀ. We have chosen bond percolating on a square lattice as
this is one of the simplest geometries that combines strong near-eld hotspots
and collective percolation. In this system, each edge or bond of the square lattice
is occupied with a probability p with a rod as shown in Fig. 2. This is a well-known
system which undergoes a percolation transition at a well-dened value, i.e.
p ¼ 0.5.40 We have created matrixes of up to 20 000 elements and lling proba-
bility p ¼ 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.45, 0.48, 0.5, 0.52, 0.55, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.
The nanorods, as sketched in Fig. 3a, are shaped in order to obtain a narrow
gap between them of about 25 nm, a distance that guarantees the near-eld
coupling between their electromagnetic modes. In this design, the plasmon
resonance of the single rod and the coupled system is expected to be in the visible
range. The single rod has a plasmon resonance at around 650 nm. The resonance
of two touching rods shis to the infrared41 while the eﬀect of the hybridisation of
the modes of two coupled but not touching rods is not as large;12 in our case the
two-rods resonance occurs at around 720 nm. Although there is no electrical
percolation as the rods are not connected, at each vertex of the grid a maximum of
four rods can interact and a collective plasmon mode can build up spanning
many rods and spread across the system following the rods chain. The electrical
eld intensity map on the structure upon excitation with a dipole source obtained
by nite diﬀerence time domain (FDTD) calculations is shown in Fig. 3b. Beside
the eld map visualisation, the FDTD simulation also allows to quantify theFig. 2 SEM images of lithographic gold networks fabricated by EBL on glass substrates. As
indicated on the image, panel (a) shows the structure for a value of the percolation
parameter p¼ 0.1, panel (b) p¼ 0.3, panel (c) p¼ 0.8, panel (d) p¼ 1, and panel (e) p¼ 0.5.
Each element of the network is a nanoantenna of size 60  40  40 (LW  H) nm. Each
network is 10  10 mm2 and contains 104 rods.
242 | Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
Fig. 3 Panel (a) sketch of the sample structure shown in Fig. 2: each nanoantenna has a
size of 40  60 nm and the gap between the nanoantenna tips is25 nm. Panel (b) plot of
the electric ﬁeld intensity at l ¼ 720 nm obtained by FDTD simulations upon dipolar
excitation at the location of highest intensity, 7 nm from the closest gold structure.
Plasmonic waves of coupled nanoantennas are excited.
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View Article Onlineradiative and non-radiative contributions to the Purcell factor by considering the
energy radiated into the far-eld and the energy absorbed by the material. For a
dipole oriented along the rod long axes and located 7 nm from the rod inside the
gap region, the total Purcell factor calculated is100, dominated by non-radiative
terms. In this case, the radiative Purcell factor is 5.3.1 Topological properties
The topology of the network evolves with the parameter p as it can be understood
by direct visualization. Fig. 4 shows the results of Monte Carlo calculations on a
grid with 100  100 nodes, thus containing up to 2  104 rods, which is the same
size of the system we fabricated. Panels a–d show specic realisations of the
system for diﬀerent p-values below the percolation threshold (Fig. 4a p ¼ 0.4 and
Fig. 4b p ¼ 0.49), at the threshold (Fig. 4c p ¼ 0.5) and above the percolation
threshold (Fig. Fig. 4d p ¼ 0.6). The cumulative cluster mass distribution is
dened as
CðNÞ ¼
ð
​
N
0
f ðnÞ n dn (3)
with f(n) being the cluster mass distribution probability, i.e. the number of
clusters constituted by n elements normalised on the total number of elements.
C(N), which is shown below each realisation in Fig. 4, represents the fraction of
the area which is lled with clusters of size up to N elements. The colour code in
Fig. 4 is used to identify clusters of diﬀerent size. For small p, the system consists
of isolated particles or small clusters: at p ¼ 0.4 about half of the system is
composed by clusters with less than 10 elements, which are represented in blue.
The size of the other clusters with more than 10 elements composing the system,
which are represented in red, is limited at this lling probability to about 102
elements, which is the size of the largest cluster highlighted in green. As theThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 | 243
Fig. 4 Monte Carlo simulations of the nanoantenna network on a 100  100 grid. Real-
izations at diﬀerent ﬁlling probabilities p ¼ 0.4 (a), p ¼ 0.49 (b), p ¼ 0.5 (c) p ¼ 0.6 (d). The
diﬀerent colours identify clusters of diﬀerent sizes: red for clusters with mass bigger than
10 elements, blue for clusters with mass smaller or equal to 10 elements and green for the
largest cluster. Below each structure, the cumulative cluster mass distribution C(N) is
shown. At p ¼ 0.4 about half of the system is constituted by clusters with less than 10
elements and the maximum cluster size is limited to about 100 nanoantennas. For
increasing values of p, the average cluster size quickly increases. Above the percolation
transition, the system is dominated by the percolating cluster. Panel (e) shows the average
cluster mass, and panel (f) the average cluster diameter.
Faraday Discussions Paper
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View Article Onlinep increases, larger clusters appears with a higher probability and the largest
cluster starts to dominate the size distribution when the system approaches the
percolation threshold, for instance at p ¼ 0.49. At the phase transition (p ¼ 0.5),
the size of the largest cluster diverges reaching the system size. Above the
threshold, the percolating cluster alone dominates and lls almost the whole
system apart from few detached clusters of decreasing size.
In order to highlight the percolation transition, we computed the average
cluster mass weighted with the cluster mass, which is dened as
m ¼ h f(n)ni. (4)
As f(n)n is the fraction of area lled by clusters with n elements,m corresponds
to the average mass of the cluster that one would select by choosing a random
point of the structure. As shown in Fig. 4e the average mass grows smoothly far
from p¼ 0.5 both in the low and high p range, while it grows quickly approaching
the phase transition. We estimated the cluster extension bymeans of the radius of
gyration.
RS ¼ 1
n
X​ ~ri ~rcm2; (5)
which is the root mean square distance of the elements from the centre of mass of
the cluster~rcm. The average cluster diameter weighted with the cluster mass is
d ¼ 2hRSf(n)ni, (6)
which is shown in Fig. 4f.
Two topological properties, the cluster diameter and cluster fractality, are
expected to be important for the optical properties of the plasmon modes. A
plasmon wave is bounded to the metal, and loses energy both by out-of-plane
scattering and by ohmic absorption in the metal while propagating. These eﬀects
are reected in the plasmon propagation length lp which in continuous gold lms
is typically 5–20 mm.42 The optical interference which determines the plasmon
modes is limited to components within a length of the order of lp. The compar-
ison between the cluster diameter and the plasmon propagation length lp is
therefore a good indicator of how the plasmon excitation will spread in the
system. If the cluster size is smaller than lp then its shape and boundary will aﬀect
the hybridised plasmonmode and the optical response. Instead, if the cluster size
grows larger than lp, the plasmon response will saturate at a level that will not
depend any more on the cluster boundary as no optical excitation will be able to
probe it. In our networks in the region p ¼ 0.3–0.5, the average cluster diameter
grows quickly, approaching the sample size of 10 mm, and eventually crossing the
plasmon propagation length (see Fig. 4f).
The second topological property, the fractality, is harder to be taken into
account as it is a multiscale property which acts both on the local features and
nanogaps as well as on the long-range shapes. At the phase transition the
percolating cluster diverges in size, the structure is self-similar and the clusters
are known to be fractal. Besides the average cluster diameter, which is an obvious
topological measure, also the fractal dimension is expected to have very important
relation with the optical properties of the plasmon modes. For example, in self-This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 | 245
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View Article Onlineassembled networks, the degree of fractality of the system, calculated as the ratio
of fractal to non-fractal (Euclidean) clusters, has been connected to the normal-
ized variance of the LDOS.33 For bond percolation networks, the fractal dimension
D can be dened as the scaling of the cluster mass versus the area, i.e. mf RS
D.40
At the percolation threshold, the 2D bond percolation model used to design the
lithographic networks is known to have a fractal dimension D ¼ 91/48,40 a typical
value for 2D systems; similar values have been found also in semi-continuous
lms33,43 even if using a diﬀerent denition of the fractal dimension. Above the
percolation threshold, the gold network evolves towards a continuous uniform
lm with Euclidean dimension D¼ 2 while, for very small values of p, the network
consists of isolated antennas with no fractal properties and again Euclidean
dimension D ¼ 2. A crossover between a fractal and a Euclidean network is
therefore expected in the region p > 0.5.
4 Fluorescence dynamics studies
As described in Section 1, the LDOS can be extracted from the decay rate of an
emitter. Here, we performed uorescent dynamics measurements via confocal
microscopy of plasmonic networks with individual uorescent point-like sources
dispersed on the surface of the sample. We used dye-doped polymer beads
(polystyrene–divinylbenzene) of nominal diameter 50 nm internally doped with
red (absorption 542 nm, emission 612 nm) Firey dye molecules (Thermo
Scientic). Each bead contains more than102 molecules and has a well-dened,
orientation-independent optical response and decay time that we measured to be
s¼ 5.5 0.3 ns (hsi  s, where s is the standard deviation of the distribution) on a
glass substrate. The beads were randomly deposited on the structure by spin-
coating with an average density of 1 bead per mm2. A 532 nm laser (Nd:YAG
second harmonic) with a 10 MHz repetition rate and 100 ps pulses width is used
to excite the uorescent source through an oil immersion objective (NA ¼ 1.45).
The same objective collects the light emitted which is directed to an avalanche
photodiode (APD) for detection coupled to a time correlating single-photon
counting (TCSPC) card for temporal analysis (TimeHarp 260, PicoQuant). The
beads are identied by scanning the sample by means of a piezo stage and
measuring the emitted photons with the APD for an integration time of 1 ms per
pixel and a pixel size of 100 nm, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5. The lifetime of
each bead was collected by increasing the acquisition time of the TCSPC to 10 s
at a typical laser power of around 1 mW. Typical results are plotted in Fig. 5.
We tted the data with a single exponential function in the region highlighted
in Fig. 5. The small deviations from the single exponential decay are due to the
averaging over the position and direction of the molecules inside the beads which
experiment slightly diﬀerent LDOS as they are at diﬀerent distances from the gold
surface. The large component with very short lifetime, which is more prominent
in the self-assembled networks, is attributed to gold self-uorescence. It shows as
a peak at short time which is the result of the convolution of a very fast signal with
lifetime <10 ps (as previously reported in ref. 44) with our instrumental response
(400 ps). Aer this rst peak, the signal is due to the beads’ uorescence. The
component we have analysed is in the range 2–18 ns (highlighted in Fig. 5) with a
lifetime in the range 1–5 ns. For longer times, the signal merges with the back-
ground. The peak at t ¼ 18 ns is due to aer-pulsing in the APD, which is an246 | Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
Fig. 5 Lifetime measurements from two emitters at two diﬀerent positions on a self-
assembled network, with high (red open circles) and low (blue open squares) decay rates.
The initial peak, with very short lifetime, comes from the gold self-ﬂuorescence which is
resolved as the instrumental response (shown with the black dashed line). The continuous
line through the data is the single exponential ﬁt. The spurious signal at t ¼ 18 ns is due to
after-pulsing which is a common electronic artefact. In the inset, confocal scan on a 20
mm by 20 mm area of the sample which allows to identify the position of the sources.
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View Article Onlineelectronic artefact of this type of electronics. The typical statistical error of the t
is <5%, much smaller than the typical lifetime variation observed.
5 Results and discussion
We performed an extensive decay rate statistics by collecting the lifetimes of up to
300 beads for each sample. In the case of the self-assembled networks, which
extend over a few cm2, a few diﬀerent areas of the same sample were measured. In
the case of lithographic structures, several realisations of the networks at the
same p where measured on the same sample. The decay rate distributions are
shown in Fig. 6. The topmost histograms are the references, i.e. the decay
rate distribution for beads on a glass substrate, which have an average value
G0¼ 0.18 ns1. In both the self-assembled and the lithographic systems, the decay
distributions change shape and broaden as compared to the reference. From the
top to the bottom of Fig. 6a and b, we present the decay rate distribution resulting
from the experiments on networks with increasing lling ratios, which we indi-
cate by the equivalent thickness t for the self-assembled networks and by the
lling probability p for the lithographic one. For the lithographic networks,
measurements within the p-ranges of 0.4–0.45, 0.48–0.52 and 0.55–0.60 have been
combined. The maximum mean Purcell factors are in the range 0.8–5 in both
cases.
The variance of the distributions is plotted in Fig. 6c and d; in both cases the
variance of the decay rate distribution increases with increasing values of t and p,
as compared to the reference. For the self-assembled networks, the varianceThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 | 247
Fig. 6 Panel (a) shows the decay rate statistics of self-assembled networks as a function of
the equivalent gold thickness while panel (b) shows the same for lithographic networks as
a function of the percolation parameter p. A change of width and position of the decay rate
distribution is visible for both cases. Panels (c) and (d) show the variance of the respective
distributions. Panel (e) shows the measured conductibility, while panel (f) shows the
percolation function, i.e. the probability that a randomly chosen nanoantenna belongs to
the percolating cluster computed by Monte Carlo simulations. The maximum average
Purcell enhancement (3) and the maximum variance for self-assembled networks is
between an equivalent thickness of 10 to 20 nm, which corresponds to the electrical
percolation transition. The eﬀect in the lithographic networks is less pronounced and
occurs for large p values beyond the percolation transition. For small p values, the
distributions are dominated by a signiﬁcant amount of beads on glass, uncoupled to the
structure which accumulates to low decay rate values. The maximum Purcell factor and
the maximum FWHM of the distribution occurs towards the full samples (p  0.8–1), far
from the percolation transition.
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View Article Onlineincreases reaching a maximum at around t ¼ 10 nm, which corresponds also to
the maximum Purcell enhancement, and then decreases to smaller values in the
thicker samples. This maximum occurs together with a change in the topology of
the network, which changes from disconnected clusters to a uniform plasmonic248 | Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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View Article Onlinestructure. Electrical conductivity measurements conrm the crossing of two
electrical phases at around 10 nm as shown in Fig. 6f. For lower values of
deposited gold, the conductivity is almost zero, while it grows abruptly once
percolation is established just above 10 nm. This value of t corresponds to the
peak of the variance in Fig. 6e. The behaviour of the self-assembled networks we
report is consistent with works on similar samples as shown in ref. 33, although
here the variance presents a smoother increase rather than an abrupt increase
around the percolation value.
The decay rate distribution from the lithographic networks shown in Fig. 6b
broadens as p increases but presents a diﬀerent general trend. For small p values,
the decay distribution is peaked at the same value as the reference, indicating that
a signicant fraction of the sources maintain an almost unchanged decay rate
which we attribute to sources on glass, far and thus not coupled to the gold
clusters. This is due to the low gold lling fraction of the system. On the contrary,
the smaller grain size of the self-assembled networks guarantees a dense coverage
of the sample surface down to the nanometer size at any lling ratio. In the
lithographic networks, until p < 0.5, the distribution grows a long-tail toward
larger G, but no real shi of the mean is visible. For p > 0.6, where the network is
covered almost everywhere by the percolating cluster, as shown in Fig. 4d, the
distribution shis to larger values of the decay rate and maximum values are
achieved towards the high density samples, towards p¼ 1. The marked diﬀerence
with the self-assembled networks is a monotonic increase of the mean and vari-
ance of the distribution which do not seem to decrease again, nor to have a special
behaviour around the percolation transition. This transition is expected at p ¼
0.5, as highlighted in Fig. 6f, by plotting the percolating function Perc(p), which is
the probability of a rod to be part of the percolating cluster and is thus related to
the conductivity of the system.45 Below p ¼ 0.5, there is no percolating cluster. At
p ¼ 0.5, where the percolating cluster begins to dominate the network, the
probability that the antenna is part of the percolating cluster rapidly increases
and for p > 0.6 it grows linearly as almost all rods which are added to the system
are in the percolating cluster. Comparison of Fig. 6d and f indicates that the decay
rate variance on the lithographic networks does not show a well-dened relation
with the topological percolation transition. Only a minor dip in the variance is
visible at p ¼ 0.5, instead of the maximum of the self-assembled networks shown
in Fig. 6c.
In Section 3 we have discussed the cluster size and the cluster fractality as
two aspects which are expected to aﬀect the plasmon response of the system. In
the case of the lithographic networks, these quantities can be calculated,
therefore an assessment of their role can be attempted. In the region of very
small p-values, the spatial extension of the plasmonic modes lp is expected to be
larger than the average cluster size d which is <1 mm. For increasing values of p,
we expect the cluster size d to become larger than lp and therefore to saturate the
optical response. Such an eﬀect does not appear in our data. However, it is worth
noting that the large number of uncoupled beads makes the analysis in the
region below percolation diﬃcult. Regarding the fractality of the system, for a
2D bond-percolating network, structural fractality occurs only in a small region
close to p ¼ 0.5, while the system is not fractal, as discussed in Section 3, both
for very small p-values or in the region p > 0.5, when the percolating and large
clusters dominate the system. Our data do not show an evident eﬀect related toThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 Faraday Discuss., 2015, 178, 237–252 | 249
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View Article Onlinethe fractality around p ¼ 0.5. On the contrary, a general shi of the distribution
happens at p > 0.6, when the percolating clusters span already all the system. At
p > 0.6, the main structural diﬀerence is the local connectivity of the system: the
sample is always dense but, as p increases, the average number of linked rods at
each node (equal to 4p) approaches its maximum value of 4. It has to be noted
that, for self-assembled networks, the fractality of the system can extend down
to the nanometer level, thus resulting in gaps between the metal particles of
nanometer size; on the contrary, the lithographic networks always present a
xed gap of 25 nm.
Another diﬀerence between the self-assembled and lithographic networks
is related to the network shape: while in the former the components are
physically connected, in the latter the rods are spaced by 25 nm. As we dis-
cussed in Section 3.1, both networks are optically connected as the plasmons
couple from rod to rod, while the self-assembled one is also electrically con-
nected. This design was chosen to highlight the topology-related eﬀects over
those coming from the resonant nature of the elements composing the
network. Our results seem to indicate that more attention and future investi-
gations are required to fully understand the impact of the resonant response
on the LDOS distribution, changing with the percolation parameter and
extending to the IR.
These considerations suggest that the eﬀect on the uorescence modications
is dominated by local properties such as node connectivity and number of
nanorods around each position, and are much less inuenced by the degree of
percolation, the fractality or the extension of the modes. It is tempting to extend
the results of this observation to the self-assembled networks, but the lack of real
control over the topological parameters and the change of the shape of the
building blocks with t makes this far-fetched.6 Conclusions
We have fabricated metal percolation networks by thermal self-assembly of semi-
continuous lms and by EBL fabrication of gold nanorod matrices. We have
investigated the LDOS distribution for diﬀerent lling ratios of the systems by
measuring extensive statistics of decay rates and we have compared the broad-
ening and shi of the distributions in the two cases. While both the average
Purcell factor and the variance of the decay rate distribution evolve following the
network topology, in the self-assembled lms they peak close to the percolation
threshold, while for the lithographic case the most signicant eﬀect is not
observed in the vicinity of the percolation transition but at higher lling
probabilities.Acknowledgements
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